Maximising MyLibrary
MyLibrary is the E(lectronic) library of UITP,
containing some 25,800 references and
more than 50,000 attached files.

You can find all* of the documents we publish as
well as a lot of information from other sources
covering all aspects of public transport.

SEARCH

ACCESS
Connect to MyLibrary using your
email address
•To access MyLibrary, go to the website
(https://mylibrary.uitp.org/) and click
“Sign Up”.
•Enter your email address. If your email
address is in the system, you will be
prompted to recover your login and
password.
•Your login details will be emailed to you
automatically.

How to retrieve my login or
password?
•If your email address is not in the system,
click on the link “Obtain or recover a
password.
•If your name is not contained in our
database, the system will send you an
reply containing your login/password
within 24 hours.

There are 3 tools to search for
information:
QUICK SEARCH
•located on the top of the screen

CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
• If you are looking for a UITP working
body, event or regional document,
you may find the classification
scheme useful.

MUTLI-CRITERIA SEARCH
• This is the complete advanced
search screen. To make sure your
search is effective, we advise you to
enter search terms in more than one
field.

The UITP library provides various other
services and tools for UITP members. The
newest publications and latest events are
featured prominently on the home page.

DISCOVER
The homepage contains the search
tool and tabs on the side to
thematic content.

You are able to see thematic content if
you are a member of these
bodies/regions. Policy Board members
have access to all content in side tabs.

There is a Helpdesk function located
in the bottom righthand side of the
page.

*In some cases, according to your services packages (Premium/Advantage/Standard), you may access the reference but not see the attached file (Standard
members must purchase certain documents that are free of charge for Advantage and Premium members). To upgrade your service level, contact anz.uitp@uitp.org

